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“I’M CONFUSED. I found another book about Ben Franklin and he really sounds different in that one. He was kind of a joker, but I thought he was this inventor guy, really serious and smart.” Maya, a third-grader, was doing a report on Ben Franklin. She had been given a book to use in her report, but as an avid reader, she had read another on Franklin after finding it at the school library. “Just use the one I gave you,” her teacher replied, “that information should be enough for your project.”

Knowledgeable history teachers see an opportunity in Maya’s question—a chance to talk about complexity and challenge Maya to further investigate Franklin. People are complex—could Franklin have been both joker and serious inventor? History is complex—how do we make sense of contrasting stories of the past? Understanding history can empower teachers not only to identify “seeds for exploration” in students’ comments like Maya’s, but also to generate ideas about how to make the most of them.

In an examination of how content knowledge influenced her initial third grade social studies teaching experiences, Suzanne Wilson found that it, among other things, helped her “to hear what students say” and in her students’ comments were “often…the seeds of complex and sophisticated historical ideas.” She also found content knowledge to be critical in engaging her students in “genuine social science and historical problems.”
But content knowledge, by itself, was insufficient; knowledge of other domains like curriculum and how students learn were also necessary. In other words, Wilson found content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge necessary to effectively engage and challenge her students in learning history and social studies.\textsuperscript{5} Both of these knowledge domains include an understanding not only of the products of the historical discipline, but also of its processes—an understanding of what many call “historical thinking.”

If preparing teachers to teach for historical thinking is wise practice, as argued in the previous essays of this edition of The History Teacher, then this cannot be an approach only for secondary teacher education. We must also involve teacher educators preparing multiple-subjects candidates—the future elementary teaching force. Moving away from a vision of teaching history as imparting a single master narrative towards a vision where students successfully adjudicate between multiple stories requires that this vision, this end-goal, be clear for primary school teachers, even if how they contribute to that learning goal will look different from secondary education.

Below, I report on my first experiences with preparing preservice candidates to teach elementary students both disciplinary processes of history and the products of those processes. I first describe contexts for my course and how they shaped my instructional goals. I then describe some of my instruction and curriculum focused on these goals. I explain four key ways I conceptualized aspects of historical thinking (multiple stories, historical context, fact versus fiction, and the claim-evidence connection) and argue for the necessity of such framing. These concepts fulfill a variety of purposes in encouraging and allowing candidates to teach for historical thinking, including illuminating discipline-specific literacy practices. Finally, I discuss some student work in relation to my approach. I share my story in the spirit of reflective practice. I hope that it can help others think through their courses and that, in conjunction with research studies and high-quality teaching resources, we can build a bank of teaching practices and approaches that will result in multiple-subjects candidates being excited and prepared to teach their young students the vital thinking processes inherent in history.

There are bodies of research and teaching resources that can inform the design and implementation of an elementary history methods course focused on preparing teachers to teach for historical thinking. Studies that investigate students’ historical understanding not only show that focused instruction can foster elementary students’ historical thinking, but also offer examples of that thinking and ideas for instructional methods.\textsuperscript{6} Research investigating elementary history/social studies teacher education is
relatively scarce compared to secondary teacher education, but some studies suggest that training in the use of primary sources supports elementary candidates in including historical analysis tasks in their curricula. Levstik and Barton’s *Doing History: Investigating with Children in Elementary and Middle Schools* is a comprehensive resource for teacher educators that explains key approaches for the elementary classroom, coupled with useful pictures of practice, lists of resources, and pointers to relevant research. Standards documents, such as those published by the National Council for Social Studies and UCLA’s National Center for History in the Schools, can also offer guidance. But an instructor new to the course still faces the daunting task of planning the specific structure and contents of such a methods course, and the stakes are high.

The landscape has been darkening over the past decade when it comes to elementary teaching of history and social studies. Federal policies that focus on reading and math as high-stakes content have contributed to a narrowing of the elementary curriculum, documented by some, felt by many others. In California, researchers have found this narrowing further complicated by issues of educational inequality. Some evidence suggests that poorer schools with large populations of students of color are more susceptible to a restricted curriculum.

While the enacted curriculum has narrowed, in many states, there is a robust intended history/social studies curriculum for elementary students. Most states include standards for this subject matter, and as of Fall 2010, fourteen of the twenty-six states that require history/social studies testing include elementary students in that mandate. Although not tested before the eighth grade, California prescribes that students be taught history/social science at every grade level. But this has not stopped the narrowing of the California elementary curriculum. This political and practical context mattered to how I planned “Literacy, History, and Social Science,” my first elementary history/social science methods course, as did the larger teacher education program mandates, the duration of my course, and the students enrolled in it.

**Program, Course, and Students**

I taught this course in a graduate-level elementary teacher education program at Stanford University. After four academic quarters extending over one year, a successful candidate would graduate from the program with an M.A. in Education and a preliminary California multiple-subjects credential (California requires a post-baccalaureate year to earn a teaching credential, so these programs are graduate, rather than undergraduate programs). Students had to successfully complete the Performance
Assessment for California Teachers (PACT), a state-wide evaluation, to receive their preliminary credentials. The program was relatively new, in its fourth year, and relatively small, with twenty-three students in the 2010-2011 cohort and twenty-four in the 2011-2012 group. I draw on experiences and student work from both cohorts in this essay.

The course’s title, “Literacy, History, and Social Science” intentionally reflected California’s curriculum standards with its use of the term “social science” rather than “social studies,” while broadcasting that literacy was central to these disciplines. A “mini-course,” it lasted only seven weeks and took place during the final ten weeks of the program. As part of the course, candidates needed to complete a subject-specific assessment or “content assessment task”—planning a lesson that showed proficiency in the competencies identified on the rubric created by PACT. Candidates would begin their two weeks of independent student teaching during the course, after a year of graduated induction and increasing responsibility in the classroom.

The teacher education programs (both elementary and secondary) at this institution had a focus on teaching historical thinking in the history/social science methods courses. I had been part of a team who redesigned the secondary course approximately seven years prior, and we had also consulted with the elementary program developers about the focus and content of the elementary methods course in history and social studies.

Before each first class, I used an electronic survey to find out about candidates’ background and experiences with history as well as to catch a glimpse of their incoming beliefs about the teaching of it. As might be expected in a multiple-subjects credentialing program, only two of twenty-three candidates in the 2010-2011 cohort had history degrees. Ten students had majored in a social science, three in sociology, and five in psychology. The remaining eleven students held a variety of majors, including science, math, education, history of art, and ethnic studies. More than half the candidates (twelve) had taken two or three university-level history courses and four candidates had taken six or more. Five students had taken one course and two students had not taken any. I judged these results as encouraging since I was prepared to find little, if any, experience with history coursework beyond high school. However, it was clear that my students brought varied depths of historical understanding to my class.

The candidates reported seeing little instruction in history in their existing placements, where they had been spending Monday through Thursday mornings since the beginning of the semester. Nine students of twenty-three (or just shy of 40%) reported that they saw students engaged with historical content less than one hour a week. Another nine
students reported one to two hours a week routinely spent with history, for a whopping 78.2% who were seeing history taught fewer than two hours weekly. No candidate was seeing more than four hours and only two (approximately 9%) reported three to four hours routinely spent on history. Candidates’ comments about this issue were telling. One explained, “I am currently in a first grade classroom,” and another clarified, “social studies will be integrated into the curriculum in the coming month.” Both of these comments supported the notion that teaching history/social science would be an exceptional event, rather than a typical one. These teacher candidates were seeing the narrowed curriculum that others had documented.

Instructional Goals

These contexts helped shape my instructional goals. First and foremost, I wanted to help students become committed to teaching this subject in their future classrooms. Candidates would need to understand the value of the subject matter, and see it as a vital and indispensable part of the elementary curriculum. Whether they eventually taught in a school where colleagues blithely disregarded history/social science; where administrators pressured teachers to focus on reading and math and omit the non-tested, lower-stakes subjects; or where history was a central part of the curriculum, I wanted these candidates to be ready and able to teach history in their own classrooms and become professionals who could not be dissuaded otherwise.

Secondly, candidates, most of whom had little academic experience in the discipline, would need to begin to understand history as an interpretive discipline that went beyond the “school history” of knowing a list of historical names, dates, and dramatic events. They would need to move towards a vision of history that put historical thinking front and center.

Thirdly, I needed to provide visions of best practices in my course, since the majority of these candidates were seeing little, if any, history being taught, let alone coherent and powerful history instruction. Additionally, the odds were that candidates’ “apprenticeships of observation” (their earlier experiences as students of history that taught them what history education looked like) only reinforced the notion that history was a subject that was studied through textbooks and worksheets and that essentially required learning a single story about the past.

Fourthly, I wanted my students to leave the course more familiar with and knowledgeable about instructional and curricular approaches, tools, and resources for teaching K-5 history and historical thinking. Given that when surveyed, nineteen of twenty-three candidates had disagreed with the statement, “I am familiar with digital resources for teaching history to
elementary students,” I would emphasize these easily accessible digital resources. Candidates needed to see and learn that teaching for historical thinking was possible and understand some developmentally appropriate and curriculum-friendly ways to do so.

All four goals were obviously intertwined as, for example, without understanding the discipline, it would be difficult for candidates with little experience with history to embrace the subject as important for their own students to learn. Without visions of best practice and practical tools for implementing the same, it would be hard to convince any candidate to leave behind the history-as-a-single-story approach. These goals line up with those appropriate to a secondary history methods course, but elementary instructors alone face the possibility that this is a discipline that would be missing from the curriculum.

**Curriculum and Instruction**

Given the candidates’ lack of experience and education in history, I needed to look bifocally at my lessons, assignments, and readings. In seven short weeks, I hoped candidates would learn more about the historical discipline and the thinking inherent to it, and how to teach the same to young students. This is a challenge when working with any history methods course, even when candidates had earned undergraduate history degrees or had taken multiple history methods courses throughout their teacher preparation. How was I to accomplish this in only twenty hours of class?

I had taught secondary methods courses focused on teaching historical thinking for nine years when I initially taught this elementary course, and given the courses’ shared issue of challenging and shifting candidates’ partial or comprehensive views of history as a single, uncontested story, I borrowed components of successful lessons from my secondary experience. The first class session focused on the question, “What is history?” Candidates briefly wrote about a memorable history lesson or teacher, either good or bad. We then launched into our first demonstration lesson.

Candidates became “students” and engaged with a document-based lesson investigating the central question, “Did Pocahontas rescue John Smith?” Using an inquiry lesson format, “students” engaged in an iterative process of historical investigation, albeit in a bounded and planned way. They accessed background information, including where and when these historic figures encountered one another, and in small groups, they then considered how successive sets of evidence answered the central question. They eliminated or revised their answers as each new set of evidence added
to, or complicated, students’ initial story. These sets of evidence included the Disney film version of this “rescue,” excerpts from Smith’s conflicting accounts, and adapted historians’ arguments.

I chose to start with this activity since it engaged students in investigating history and included clear examples of key aspects of such investigation, including a historical question, primary and secondary sources, contesting accounts that demand interrogation, and uncertainty. Additionally, the activity provided a picture of the process, even if a bounded and prepared one, of historical investigation.

The debrief started with candidates writing down what they did during the activity. They compared this list with their description of a memorable history teacher or lesson, which launched us into a conversation about their prior experiences with the subject matter and how they may need to rethink influential “apprenticeships of observation,” and consider the differences between history and “heritage.” I identified key aspects of the activity relevant to creating opportunities for historical thinking, including the use of multiple accounts and requiring evidence to support claims. I also identified key aspects of the activity relevant to engaging young or inexperienced students in historical thinking, including carefully selected and prepared texts and sources, opportunities to talk about those texts, challenges to prior knowledge, and scaffolds such as background knowledge, graphic organizers, and guiding questions.

This activity would serve as touchstone for subsequent lessons, providing concrete examples of many of the course’s key ideas, theories, and tools. Candidates liked the activity, and using it in the first hour of my course sent an immediate message about the nature of the discipline that we were here to study and teach. It was not about receiving and remembering, it was about analyzing, questioning, and constructing. These kinds of activities—focused on “What is history?”—are important beginnings for a course. Their primary significance does not lie in the particular historical question, nor in the facts that the students are learning—rather, it lies in their potential to lay bare and discuss the nature of the discipline, challenging students’ prior conceptions of it.

In the first two weeks, I used additional activities and readings to reinforce and extend this lesson. Candidates read short articles that linked history to thinking and literacy and focused on students’ investigating and questioning. We used “snapshot autobiographies” they had created for the first class to talk about issues of selection, perspective, and coherence in constructing a historical narrative. I introduced the historical reading framework of sourcing, contextualization, corroboration, and close reading. Then, using sample reading questions and videos of historians and students thinking aloud while reading, we distinguished these disciplinary
strategies from more generic reading strategies such as summarizing and identifying main ideas. Candidiates became students for another demonstration lesson that modeled the “Opening Up the Textbook” lesson format, a lesson that uses one to two short sources to complicate a piece of the textbook’s narrative. All of this instruction was meant to teach candidates about the discipline of history and to challenge constricted understandings of it, while also providing models and tools for teaching historical thinking.

Additionally, I connected these ways of thinking to civic purposes and goals. If candidates were to embrace history as a necessary subject for elementary students to learn, they needed to begin to understand its value beyond their classroom walls. Candidates read two contrasting newspaper articles about a current event to highlight how they used historical reading skills to understand each piece, recognize the differences between them, and to generate questions. We discussed how specific aspects of the process of doing history were also important to nurturing prepared civic participants. For example, both historical thinking and civic-mindedness require questioning sources, identifying and evaluating arguments, and seeking evidentiary explanations. We made connections between academic achievement, sophisticated reading skills, and accessing important career, college, and civic opportunities. Learning how disadvantaged California students were possibly losing out on learning history because of a narrowed curriculum highlighted connections between educational equity and history teaching.

My purposes and plans overlapped with secondary methods courses given the common goal of disciplinary refocusing. But there was also a clear and significant distinction from the same. While the two model lesson templates (“Inquiry” and “Opening Up the Textbook”) could be used with fifth- or sixth-graders, they were not necessarily suited for younger students. As with all of my major lessons in this course, examples of what this kind of teaching might look like with younger students, grades K-3, were necessary. So, to complement the John Smith/Pocahontas inquiry, we watched a video of a teacher using John Smith’s map of the Chesapeake and a more contemporary map of the same area to prompt third-graders to investigate the question, “What is important to John Smith?” This was not ideal, as the cognitive and academic gaps between a first-grader and third-grader are substantial. For the opening up the textbook model, I demonstrated how images might be used to open up informational text to promote inquiry.

As my course progressed, we moved from focusing on “What is history?” and “Why teach it?” to “How do I teach history and historical thinking to my students?” We considered the contexts of elementary history/social
science by looking selectively at state and national standards, reading about the narrowing curriculum, and exploring and reviewing digital sites for teaching elementary history.\textsuperscript{28} Readings from Zarnowski and Parker, research done by Wills and Schweber, and lesson ideas from Levstik and Barton and the Harvard Zero Project helped us with this question.\textsuperscript{29} We looked at some common student misconceptions about frequently taught elementary topics like “Indians,” and considered the role of fiction in history teaching.\textsuperscript{30} Candidates’ explored their roles as civic educators in a Socratic Seminar on the Pledge of Allegiance as well as by examining a video of a teacher engaging elementary students in “participatory action research.”\textsuperscript{31} We addressed the central role of time and place in history by considering how general reading strategies differed from more-specific historical reading strategies and by practicing lesson planning with maps and timelines.

Framing Historical Thinking

While my curriculum and instruction addressed multiple topics, there were a few conceptual understandings I spiraled and came back to repeatedly.\textsuperscript{32} Most significant were the key ways I conceptualized and talked about historical thinking. I wanted to identify aspects and components of historical thinking that could be used by candidates to name essential features of historical thinking for their students, make curricular and instructional choices, and further their own understanding of disciplinary processes. These concepts needed to frame historical thinking without oversimplifying it, while being both useful for understanding these habits of mind and teaching them. Moreover, the concepts needed to have power not only for fifth grade teaching, but also for teaching kindergartners. I needed flexible, versatile concepts that could help candidates build conceptual frameworks for history and teaching history, and that each candidate could use to “organize knowledge in ways that facilitate retrieval and application.”\textsuperscript{33}

What follows are explanations of four concepts that I found most useful in teaching my elementary history/social science methods course: multiple stories and accounts, historical context focusing on locating historical phenomena in time and space, fact versus fiction, and claim-evidence.\textsuperscript{34}

Multiple Stories

History as story is a familiar idea to both the layperson and those trained in the discipline. However, this vision of history is often connected to the transmission mode of teaching history and the textbook’s narrative can become that de facto story. Shifting from thinking about one story
to multiple stories is an elegant and useful way to pivot from history as finished, certain, and simple to history as complex, interpretive, and procedural. So rather than only learning the story of Paul Revere, the nighttime rider who Longfellow made iconic, students can also encounter stories about William Dawes and Samuel Prescott, men who joined Revere the night of April 18, 1775. The story of Sybil Ludington, a sixteen-year-old girl who rode on April 26, 1777, to similarly warn the minutemen of the approach of British troops, can be added to the mix. Teachers and students can start to ask, when studying a historical event, person, or era, “What do other stories tell us about this topic?”

Multiple stories might focus on different aspects of an event or person’s life, contradict one another, or represent different perspectives on an event, both during the occurrence and in hindsight. Teachers can read picture books to young elementary students about such popular figures as George Washington or Rosa Parks and help students identify how different authors chose to include and highlight different aspects and details of these heroes’ lives. Grappling with contradictory accounts regarding the same event such as the Boston Massacre or the “rescue” of John Smith can engage upper-elementary grade students, as can considering whose perspective or experiences might be missing from a single story. In any case, teachers can help students understand that history is made up of multiple stories and accounts and that understanding the past means consulting varied sources, thus setting the stage for more sophisticated thinking about historical accounts in subsequent years.

This frame of multiple stories and accounts also helped deepen candidates’ understanding of history. In both years I taught this course, there were instances in which candidates expressed frustration and sometimes anger at one-sided views of history that they saw presented by texts in their placements. Whether it was a story of the California missions that focused on architecture and settlement without acknowledging the consequences of that settlement on local Indian tribes, or the celebration of “Squanto” as guide for the Pilgrims without any mention of his kidnapping or the decimation of his tribe by disease, candidates asked, “How can I get the ‘truth’ back into the curriculum? Which book can I use to tell my students the ‘truth?’” While I didn’t have the offending texts in front of me, I doubted they were all patently false stories. Using the idea of multiple stories helped move this conversation away from a “wrong” or “right” story to how competing and incomplete accounts are a part of history and we cannot do away with them. However, we can learn to distinguish which stories and interpretations are valid and which are not (evidence and accuracy are key), how perspectives and a chosen narrative arc shape the story, and how this complexity is an integral part of the discipline. Using
the multiple stories concept helped candidates look beyond any single account for a complete truth about the past, while offering a practical approach to constructing historical thinking lessons.

**Historical Context**

Historical context can be a challenge to teach, but as Ira Berlin (2004) asserted, “For the historian, context is all.” In history, where and when it happened or was created always matters. It matters in sophisticated ways, such as when we understand that free-soilers in the antebellum era were not anti-slavery because they were concerned about issues of equality, but because they were anti-competition from freed blacks. It also matters in more concrete and, for the elementary student, accessible ways. If we lived 150 years ago, we would not know what it was like to have electric lights that burned through the night. The sport of surfing did not develop in Kansas for good reason. Space and time are coordinates of history and we must always locate historical sources and phenomenon in that matrix. If elementary students learned that they needed to ask questions such as, “When did this happen? When was this created? Where was this produced or experienced? Why does this matter?”, this would be laying an important foundation for grappling with history in the future. While merely establishing where and when something happened or was created does not nearly capture or complete the skill of historical contextualization, it is a concrete step towards it for early elementary students, as they learn that these are two components that matter. These key coordinates of historical events also connect to important tools of history and the social sciences that even the youngest students can work with: maps and timelines. Candidates worked in grade-level groups to identify key components of each tool that students would need to know and then sketched an appropriate lesson using the tool. Groups shared these lessons and we discussed how and why particular approaches were suited to particular historical topics and grade levels. The concept of historical context—and, more specifically locating events and sources in space and time—looked different when being applied to different grade levels and students, but focused candidates on historical analysis processes.

**Fact versus Fiction**

My third key historical thinking concept was the distinction between fact and fiction—a critical understanding for learning history. Stories have different purposes, and historical stories are intended to be truthful and accurate while simultaneously being grounded in evidence and fact. Fiction has no such restrictions. This difference can be used both to introduce the nature of historical stories as different from other stories and to get
at another concept key to historical thinking and useful for elementary
teaching and deepening candidates’ understanding of the nature of the
historical discipline: the claim-evidence connection.

Claim-Evidence

While the language of “claim-evidence” may seem sophisticated for
young students, this cornerstone idea in doing history and historical
thinking can be tailored to the ages and abilities of the full gamut of K-8
students. For example, I introduced to candidates a thinking routine called
see-think-wonder.41 Candidates, in the role of students, looked carefully at
an object (e.g., a corn chip) and described it. Shape, colors, odor, feel, they
slowed down and spent some quality time examining a single chip. They
then generated inferences and questions related to this object. I recorded
responses in the appropriate column, either the “see” (observation),
“think” (claims and inferences), or “wonder” (questions) column. When
a candidate stated that they thought it was a chip made of varied kinds of
corn, I recorded it in the “think” column and asked for the evidence she
or he used to generate that idea. Candidates learned that asking questions
such as “Why do you say that?” or “What evidence supports that thought?”
helps students start to learn how to construct evidentiary claims. Using K-
W-L charts with an image or object was a strategy that worked similarly.42
These strategies did triple duty as they also demonstrated ways to teach
students how to analyze single sources through close observation and how
to use a source as a springboard towards further investigation.

Literacy

Multiple stories, historical context, fact versus fiction, and claim-
evidence: I found these concepts flexible and powerful for guiding
candidates in learning more about history and how to teach for historical
thinking. All of my frames connected to literacy and had implications
for classroom literacy tasks. This was important in building candidates’
motivation and capacity for including the teaching of historical thinking
in their future classrooms. Elementary candidates think of themselves
as literacy teachers and are more extensively trained in teaching literacy
than secondary teachers. Teaching students to read can be wrapped up in
elementary candidates’ ideas about their success as teachers. By connecting
the teaching of historical thinking to teaching literacy, I was connecting
these habits of mind to candidates’ nascent expertise as literacy teachers
and beliefs about their professional roles. I was engaging their prior
knowledge—a core principle of teaching for understanding.43
Practically, candidates could use these concepts to monitor and check
their curriculum and instruction for historical thinking opportunities and alignment. Imagine if Maya’s teacher, when planning her project for reports on famous people, paused to focus on the teaching of historical thinking. She might have asked, “Should I require that students use multiple accounts? If so, what questions, resources, and activities will I include to help students use and compare more than one account? What about historical context? Shall I require students to include and create a map or timeline to help connect their person to larger historical eras, topics, and regions? Will I require that students make a claim about this person and use evidence to support that claim, or is reporting specific information about this person enough?” A small set of key historical thinking concepts offers some guideposts for constructing historical thinking lessons.

A recent study showed the value of using key concepts in planning and guiding elementary instruction. Fallace, Biscoe, and Perry created two units of study for Virginia second-graders that focused on teaching students about famous Americans identified in state standards. In one action-research study, they used “temporal understanding” to plan and structure the unit’s instruction and assessment. In the second action-research study, they used “multiple narratives” to do the same. In both studies, they found that with systematic instruction guided by each core concept, students not only learned about these key figures, but also developed understandings foundational to historical thinking (albeit with different levels of success). This study supports the idea that key concepts can help elementary teachers plan and deliver instruction.

What should those core concepts be? Both the above researchers and myself found some version of “multiple stories” and “temporal understanding” powerful tools, but there are obviously other possibilities. I found that, for my particular course, these four concepts linked to discipline-specific literacy worked well. In the context of lessons and readings that demonstrated history as a process of inquiry and complex thinking, these concepts helped make the contours of the discipline more accessible for my students. They helped them investigate and learn content for their lesson plans as they sought out multiple references, evaluated them as reliable sources of content, and identified possible aspects of that content to teach their students. They also helped candidates to evaluate instructional plans and curricula for opportunities for teaching historical thinking and to construct their own such plans.

**Student Work**

For my course’s final assignment, candidates completed a subject-specific performance assessment required for California initial certification.
This consisted of planning a lesson that, among other things, “support[ed] student learning of developmentally appropriate analytic reasoning skills in history or social science.” An important first step was for candidates to identify their lesson topic and then find sources that helped them get smarter about that topic. I tried to teach candidates how to learn about a historical topic in some depth, modeling the use of digital and print sources to do so, and having them share their own processes. To emphasize the necessity of strong content knowledge, I added to the state’s requirements that the candidates’ lessons “reflect an informed and accurate understanding of the topic and content” and include an annotated bibliography. I scaffolded the plan over a month’s classes, including segmenting candidates’ work so I provided feedback to candidates twice on their developing plans before they submitted their final plan to me and an external evaluator. Most frequently, they produced one lesson plan, but situated it within a series of plans and a larger unit. I heard back from a few students after they taught their plans. Jamie (all names are pseudonyms), a fifth grade student teacher, responded:

Just wanted to write and say that I did my…lesson on the transcontinental railroad last week. It went really well and the students surpassed my expectations at living the lives of historians. They critically analyzed the evidence and took into account the source and the time period. I look forward to doing more lessons like these!

While I could not require that candidates teach their plans (and I only heard from a few students about how they went), candidates in both cohorts produced lesson plans that showed some understanding of teaching for historical thinking. For example, Mike created a fourth grade lesson that would be part of a series he had received from his Cooperating Teacher. The series focused on migration routes from the East Coast to California during the Gold Rush. Students were reading By the Great Horn Spoon, a fictional account of one voyage, and Mike created a lesson in which they would cross-check this with a secondary account created by PBS Kids and an excerpt from the diary of a traveler, Dr. J. C. Tucker. In Mike’s lesson, students identified the different kinds of sources, compared information in these sources, and would eventually take a stand with three supporting examples on whether they would have chosen the overland or sea route. Mike’s lesson used multiple stories, the distinction between fact and fiction, and the claim-evidence connection to reshape the existing lesson.

Soledad integrated her kindergartners’ lessons in the school garden with her history/social science lesson. Students studied some key features of maps and then, after some teacher modeling of the process and product, students created a map of a school garden plot. They then compared this
map to maps from years past to explore how the year of creation mattered to accuracy, and the idea that maps of the same location can change over time. Both candidates built on existing curriculum to either, in Mike’s case, reshape the way history was being represented in a lesson (from fictional story to multiple accounts) or, in Soledad’s case, add a historical lens.

There were also candidates who started from scratch in writing their plans. Like Soledad and several other candidates working with kindergarten and first grade, Anaid focused on maps. She framed her first grade lesson with the questions: “Why are maps made? What can we learn from maps?” After comparing two maps of California and some teacher modeling of the process of map creation, students used a supporting worksheet to create their own maps of the classroom for next year’s first-graders. Half of them created maps that would help students get around the classroom, the other half created maps of what was most important in the classroom. In this and related lessons, Anaid planned to teach first-graders not only key features of a map, such as a legend and orientation, but also that maps have particular purposes and map makers have authorial choices to make.

Sylvia created a third grade lesson focusing on early local Indian tribes. She gathered images and maps from scholarly works, digital archives, and the local museum; prepared them for investigation; and then planned for students to visit each of seven “exhibits” of sources. Students filled out a graphic organizer that guided them through the process of seeing, thinking, and wondering about each exhibit. They then used this evidence to construct answers to overarching questions including: “Who lived here? How did they live? How did they use the land and resources to survive?” Sylvia’s students would investigate multiple sources, identify characteristics of the place under investigation, and then construct a story using evidence.

Molly, also working with kindergarten, departed from maps. She focused on one part of the following state kindergarten standard: “Identify the purposes of, and the people and events honored in, commemorative holidays, including the human struggles that were the basis for the events (e.g.,…Martin Luther King Jr. Day…).” Molly had wondered how young students could understand the heroism of Civil Rights leaders and activists without understanding the context they were rebelling against. Yet she was concerned about the disturbing nature of that context and whether it was appropriate to teach about it. She carefully chose one image to explore closely with her kindergarteners: Fred Blackwell’s 1963 photo of a crowd surrounding and dropping food on lunch counter protestors in Jackson, Mississippi. She judged this photo appropriate because it appealed to
students’ “sense of what is ‘fair’ and ‘not fair;’” it included a familiar setting since “most students will have been to a restaurant before;” and its content was “age-appropriate and not overly graphic for my young students.”

As Molly developed her plan, she checked in with the Director of the program and other professional mentors about her idea. She was concerned that using the photo with kindergarteners might be exposing them to inappropriate content—content that exposed human actions and institutionalized systems that were shocking and upsetting. Indeed, one study found that protective impulses such as Molly’s, what the researcher called a “discourse of protection,” were an obstacle to candidates attempting to plan opportunities for their young students to interpret the past. In that action-research study designed to uncover elementary teacher candidates’ beliefs that prompt them to resist teaching interpretation in history, James found that forty-seven of her seventy students cited concerns related to the protective belief that “introducing students to the ugliness of history is morally inappropriate.” We had talked about this issue in class after reading a research article about teaching the Holocaust to third-graders, an instance of what the author labeled “curricular creep,” or the phenomenon of disturbing topics being taught at younger and younger grades. A candidate would later report that this reading brought out “some really important thorny issues.” In Molly’s case, the conversation may have helped her articulate and resolve her concern.

Each of these students designed a lesson that had potential to engage students in historical thinking, and showed some understanding of key aspects of disciplinary thinking. Anonymous surveys also indicated that candidates felt they had learned some important lessons. Candidates reported thinking about history “in a new way,” and that “the course shifted my paradigm for thinking about history/social studies education.” One reported learning that “history involves critical thinking and argument,” and another learned that “there are habits of the discipline that we can teach.” In response to a question about important lessons learned during the course, one candidate cited “the idea of developing student skills in analysis and argument.” Another identified learning about “teaching students to source and understand that there may [be] many points of view.” In fact, of the twelve out of twenty-four candidates who answered this question, all except one referred to historical processes, using one or more of the following words or phrases: inquiry, analysis, argument, primary sources, multiple perspectives, or points of view. These comments suggested that, at minimum, candidates could identify the foci of the course, and at best, they were embracing teaching historical thinking and inquiry.

Most importantly, there was some evidence that candidates were motivated to teach history in their future elementary classrooms. One
commented, “I appreciated how the teaching of history was so closely linked with critical thinking and questioning skills. I’m excited to teach history and social studies in my classroom.” Another reported, “[The course] inspired me to teach some History/Social Studies in my future classroom. This is quite a change from my original apprehension of the subject.” Field supervisors reported seeing more history instruction in candidates’ Independent Student Teaching than prior years.

Conclusion

Using core concepts for framing historical understanding and thinking helped focus and strengthen my course, and helped me achieve some success in meeting my instructional goals. History is a complex discipline that is difficult to distill or learn in a few weeks, and teaching for historical thinking is not a familiar approach or idea for most multiple-subjects candidates. Models of both are needed for candidates to start on their path to becoming effective history educators; core concepts help candidates make sense of those models. I found these four concepts flexible and versatile, as they helped candidates make sense of the discipline, and plan lessons for students across the wide range of K-5 instruction. Linked to literacy, these particular concepts connected to candidates’ prior knowledge and capitalized on elementary curricular pressures, while making discipline-specific literacy practices distinct.

In this essay, I have focused on aspects of my course that I will continue to use with future cohorts as evidence and reflection suggest that they support my primary teaching goals. But I have much on my list to create a stronger and more effective course. This includes more systematic study of candidates’ evolving understandings both before and after my course, and in the early years of teaching. It also includes creating new lessons, such as one focused on designing a year-long curriculum. A candidate suggested “a day dedicated to K-2 history specifically” and both cohorts have echoed the need for more examples and tools for working with the lower elementary grades. A significant issue that I continue to face that goes beyond the scope of this paper is how to encourage and train candidates to become students of history throughout their careers and become more effective at translating new knowledge of history into classroom lessons.

One candidate put this methods course into context, saying it “would have further made social studies/history a neglected part of the curriculum in elementary schools if we had not had the opportunity to take the course.” Indeed, it would have. A seven-week course in teaching history/social science is a minimal amount of preparation and more time is
necessary, given the weighty, but necessary, goals of helping candidates reconceptualize the discipline while preparing them to educate students in interpreting and analyzing the past rather than merely remembering its details. But whatever the teaching context, engaging students in historical analysis and thinking—in ways appropriate to their ages and abilities—is too important to leave to chance.
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